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. ﺷﺮاﻓﺖ ﺑﻪ ﺧﺮد و ادب اﺳﺖ ﻧﻪ ﺑﻪ داراﻳﻲ و ﻧﮋاد: اﻣﺎم ﻋﻠﻲ
Choose the best one (a, b, c or d)
1- The manager asked us to ………….. the assembly line operation .
a. manufacture

b. coordinate

c. employee

d. inhibit

2-You coulal manage to stay in power by ……….. all the difficulties that you faced.
a. performiny

b. generating

c. withstanding

d. exploiting

3- We have been forced to………… our plan a little.
a. accommodate

b. modify

c. encompass

d. lose

4- The improvement sales figures had a …………. influence on the company.
a. technological

b. competitive

c. beneficial

d. destructive

5-His efforts to improve the company have been very ……….. .
a. effective

b. reductive

c. modifiable

d. coordinative

6- Managers are hoping for a …………… in the search for a remedy for the employees'
dissatisfaction.
a. compensation

b. barrier

c. succession

d. break through

7- He has a very ………… arrangement with his employer so he can work what ever hours suits him.
a. flexible

b. rational

c. viable

d. stubborn

8- A good management depends on the successful …………. of many parts of an organization.
a. profitability

b. integration

c. stability

d. stagnation

9- Unemployment is a(n) ………… problem which won't just disappear overnight.
a. stubborn

b. generative

c. integration

d. diagnosis

10- These are ………… questions: we must think about them.
a. reductive

b. sequential

c. behavior

d. fundamental

11- Their prices are high because production ………….are very great.
a. budgets

b. creativities

c. rates

d. costs

12- If we tell lie to our friends, we may ………… them.
a. intrigue

b. inhibit

c. lose

d. retrieve
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13- The workers were ………… to considerable danger.
a. convinced

b. exposed

c. obscured

d. operated

14-The point at which some one stops working or the period in a person life when s/he has stopped
working is known as …………. .
a. pension

b. severance

c. retirement

d. compensation

15- He is a new breed of manager whose performance seems necessary . breed means
a. type

b. merger

c. longevity

d. attitude

16- He has received …………. Support from his employees .
a. sensitive

b. destructive

c. widespread

d. generative

17-We'll be running a workshop on women's …………. .
a. attendance

b. empowerment

c. exploration

d. succession

18- You should work hard to diagnose the source of problems .Diagnose means to ………… .
a. recognize

b. anticipate

c. operate

d. retrieve

19- A behavioral training technique using laboratory training or T-group training is …………. .
a. process consultation

b. sensitivity training

c. task assignment

d. action research

20- My manager is very knowledgeable, and his knowledge ………… all aspects of the management.
a. comprehends

b. designates

c. exploits

d. encompasses

21- He's been having ………….lessons and is now starting to read.
a. rational

b. collaborative

c. remedial

d. temporary

22- The product of this new factory is the result of the …………between two of the best companies in
the country .
a. collaborator

b. collaboration

c. collaboratively

d. collaborative

23- Completely unsuitable candidates were ………….out.
a. screened

b. operated

c. exposed

d. exploited

24- He has to spend three months of the year away from home –but there are ………..like extra wages
and free time .
a. expenditures

b. appraisals

c. compensations

d. payrolls
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25- A technique of measuring performance with regard to a standard performance is known
as………… .
a. working condition

b. strategic planning

c. performance appraisal

d. goal setting

26-IBM software is growing fast, adding another 100 employees to its ……….. over the last year.
a. payroll

b. performance appraisal

c. pension

d. benefit

27- He has no…………. of the size of the problem.
a. competition

b. comprehension

c. collaboration

d. operation

28- Creative people question authority and are ………….. to disobey orders that make no sense to
them.
a. flexible

b. apt

c. stubborn

d. viable

29- Organizational development originally deals with changing the ……….. .
a. organization

b. people

c. top-manager

d. environment

30- Some experts think that government …………. is useful to reduce the goods prices.
a. exploitation

b. diagnosis

c. intervention

d. merger
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